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DRS International School hosted an
impressive EYP Puppet Show featuring an

array of puppets such as hand, finger, glove,
and stick puppets. The enthusiastic

participation of the learners reflected their
enjoyment and demonstrated a positive

impact on their communication, social, and
fine motor skills. Beyond mere entertainment,
the event served as a platform for students
to nurture their creative talents, fostering
imagination and expression. The diverse

puppetry showcased not only entertained
but also contributed to a holistic learning
experience. Kudos to DRS International
School for providing an engaging and

enriching activity that left a lasting impact
on the students' development.

EYP PUPPETEYP PUPPET  
SHOWSHOW

Strings of Imagination: 
Where Puppets Come to Life!



During a vibrant Navratri celebration, the primary children and teachers at the
school embraced the festive spirit with traditional attire and lively activities.
Engaging in dandiya and dance, the young participants added a burst of color to the
school grounds, creating a joyful atmosphere. Laughter and rhythmic beats filled the
air as students twirled their dandiya sticks, with teachers actively participating and
guiding the festivities. Beyond cultural homage, the event fostered unity and joy
within the school community. The energetic dance routines and lively interactions
made the celebration a memorable and culturally enriching experience for both
students and teachers.
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HALLOWEEN CELEBRATIONHALLOWEEN CELEBRATION

Spooktacular Halloween Fun for
Pyp Students! 🎃

The school had a spine-chillingly fantastic time at the Halloween event tailored especially for the
primary students. PYP 5 students showcased their creativity with mesmerizing Halloween makeup,

transforming our little ones into spooky creatures and characters. Meanwhile, PYP 4 students delved
into the art of pumpkin carving, crafting intricate designs that lit up our event with their eerie glow.

The excitement continued with PYP 3 students embarking on a thrilling trick-or-treat adventure, filling
the air with laughter and surprises. Our crafty little ones in PYP 1 & 2 explored their artistic talents in

Halloween crafts, creating boo-tiful masterpieces that showcased their creativity.
And who could forget our IKs Halloween Parade? Students of all ages marched in their ghoulishly delightful

costumes, showcasing their Halloween spirit to the entire school community. It was a day filled with
creativity, laughter, and Halloween magic – an unforgettable experience for every primary student! �👻



HALLOWEEN
PARTY
HALLOWEEN
PARTY



The festive spirit of Diwali infused our primary children with joy as
children eagerly participated in the delightful task of making and

decorating diyas. Armed with paintbrushes, they transformed plain clay
into dazzling artworks. Laughter echoed through the rooms as the children
added a burst of colors, sequins, and tiny treasures to their creations. The

air was sweet with the scent of creativity. Each diya, with its unique
charm, became more than just a symbol of light—it carried stories of

tradition and success. The rooms glowed with the warmth of these special
diyas, brightening both the space and the spirits of everyone present. It

was a simple yet magical celebration where creativity and tradition
danced hand in hand, creating a joyous harmony.



EYP
CHILDRENS’ DAY



CHILDRENS’CHILDRENS’
DAY CELEBRATIONDAY CELEBRATION

The Children’s Day event was a joyous occasion where children
embraced pleasure and excitement. Teachers led the way with band
performances, magic show, song, dance, delighting the kids who
eagerly joined in. The surprise appearance of Doraemon added an
extra layer of excitement. The donut-shaped bouncy castle proved
to be a hit, complemented by vibrant food stalls and a dynamic
dance floor along with the DJ. Engaging games like car races, ball
balancing, and a lucky draw added to the festivities. The day
concluded with students receiving wonderful gifts and a memorable
photo session brought a fitting end to the celebration.



DANCE DELIGHT AT DRSIS 
A vibrant explosion of color and joy swept through DRSIS during the EYP Dance

Competition, where small feet carried big dreams. Adorned in lively costumes, the little
performers captivated hearts with their charming dance moves of traditional dance

forms around the globe. The grand finale, a jubilant celebration of unity, left the
audience beaming. As prizes were announced, gleams of excitement lit up the children's

eyes, signifying the triumph of this unforgettable EYP Dance Extravaganza.

EYP DANCEEYP DANCE
COMPETITIONCOMPETITION



THANKSGIVING
DAY CELEBRATION

THANKSGIVING
DAY CELEBRATION

In observance of this spirit of gratitude, the PYP students
at our institution curated a heartwarming Thanksgiving event
dedicated to our esteemed 'Support Staff.' Through a
thoughtfully orchestrated skit, a gratitude-filled song, and
an entertaining dance performance, they conveyed heartfelt
appreciation for the invaluable roles played by the support
staff. Tokens of gratitude in the form of gifts brought
smiles of joy. Additionally, a gratitude tree adorned with
heartfelt messages from all participants served as a
tangible representation of the collective appreciation,
fostering a sense of gratitude and belongingness.



EducationalEducational
Field TripsField Trips

 Grade 1 IK 3

As a part of the inquiry, IK 3 learners
embarked on a virtual field trip to the

Zoo, exploring the wonders of the
animal kingdom. Interactive sessions

sparked curiosity about various
animals, while a joyful toy train ride
blended learning with fun, leaving

smiles on every child's face. This Zoo
adventure successfully combined

education and enjoyment, creating
lasting memories for our young

learners.

PYP-1 learners had an educational
adventure at Nanda's Food Factory,

discovering the states of matter
involved in bread-making. From the

mixing of diverse raw materials to the
fascinating process of fermentation,

they explored the science behind each
stage. Witnessing the interconversion
of states, especially the role of gas in

fermentation, brought the curriculum
to life. The icing on the cake was the
sweet reward of cream buns, making

the day both informative and delicious
for the young learners.



PYP 2 learners visited the Salarjung Museum, exploring
cultural expressions through artifacts from Indian
historical eras and international paintings and statues.
They grasped the significance of each displayed item,
understanding the stories embedded in the diverse
collection. The museum visit provided a wonderful and
enriching experience, fostering curiosity and
appreciation for cultural diversity among the learners.
Happy 1 year birthday to their exploration of culture!

PYP 2 EXPLORATION

NEW ERA OF LEARNING



EXCHANGE PROGRAMEXCHANGE PROGRAM

Embarking on a captivating journey, PYP 4 learners immersed themselves in a
mesmerizing Student Exchange Programme with schools in Egypt and UAE. They
beautifully shared the vibrant tapestry of India's Indigenous cultures, beliefs, and values.
This enchanting initiative not only fostered cross-cultural understanding and open-
mindedness but also forged meaningful connections with fellow learners worldwide.
Through the magic of online exchange, our students embraced diverse perspectives,
cultivating a global community that joyfully celebrates the kaleidoscope of cultural
diversity. These spellbinding experiences sow the seeds for a global network, weaving
lasting connections and inspiring potential future collaborations that transcend the
boundaries of the programme. 🌍 ✨  #GlobalEducation #CulturalExchange
#ConnectingWorlds

STUDENTSTUDENT



Basketball
Competition

INTER HOUSEINTER HOUSE

The PYP Inter-House Basketball Competition was
a thrilling showcase of athleticism and

teamwork. Each house brought their A-game,
displaying impressive skills on the basketball

court. The competition was intense, with
passionate performances from all participants.
Students demonstrated not only their prowess

in shooting and dribbling but also their
collaborative spirit and sportsmanship. The event

not only promoted physical fitness but also
fostered a sense of healthy competition and
camaraderie among the houses. Cheers and

encouragement echoed throughout the
competition, creating a lively and supportive

atmosphere. In the end, the basketball
competition was not just about winning; it was a
celebration of skill, teamwork, and the spirit of
friendly competition within the PYP community.
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PYP NETWORKBASKETBALLFEST
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CHRISTMAS C

Holidays
25/12/23 & 26/12/23 

UPCOMINGUPCOMING
EVENTSEVENTS

23/12/23 - Annual Sports
Fiesta


